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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing has been critical and seen more progress in the field of education. Many educational institutions have applied the cloud computing classroom as a platform to engage students learning online. However, there remains a lack of research on users’ perceived fit and performance in the context to better evaluate the efficacy of cloud computing classroom in fulfilling students’ needs. This study attempts to explore whether there is a fit between students’ motivations and characteristics of services provided by the cloud computing classroom, and whether this fit contributes to positive outcome of student performance. Mixed research methods were used because of novelty of cloud computing classroom context. First, propositions were extracted from in-depth interviews. Then, the propositions were converted into hypotheses and were further confirmed by a quantitative survey. The results indicated that the characteristics of the services provided by the cloud computing classroom fit user’s needs, and the fit significantly affects users’ performance.
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INTRODUCTION

With rapid development of the Internet, classroom activities designed to facilitate learning have changed tremendously. While traditional web pages and applications have been proposed to support various classroom activities, most of these applications are standalone programs. Instructors and students must install additional programs on their own devices and activate them, which would negatively affect the motivation to use these applications or services (Lin, Lin, & Huang, 2011).

Different from traditional web platform and applications, cloud computing applications offer infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS), providing diverse applications for users (Armbrust, Fox, Griffith, Joseph, Katz, Konwinski, Lee, Patterson, Rabkin, Stoica, & Zaharia, 2010; Doelitzscher, Sulistio, Reich, Kuijs, & Wolf, 2011; Lin, Fu, Zhu, & Dasmalchi, 2009; Shiau, 2015). Taking into consideration these advantages, many universities have constructed cloud-based learning environment, referred to as, making them “cloud computing classroom,” so that instructors and students can access these services anytime and everywhere (Shiau & Chau, 2016). Lin, Wen, Jou, and Wu (2014) proposed a cloud-based learning environment to assist instructors and students in developing and strengthening reflection ability during and after actual class sessions, and their study results showed that the cloud computing classroom is able to effectively facilitate student reflection abilities and enhance their learning motivation.

Many institutions have also set their sights on making the best use of cloud computing technologies to aggregate student users. It is crucial for institutions to attract users on the platform to generate
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outcome. While the majority of literature probes individual’s usages of cloud computing classrooms by the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), studies on performance outcome are still limited. Besides, the fundamental presumption of TAM was that individuals accept new information technology from a goal-oriented, organizational perspective. Many learning activities today do not force students to achieve high score goals or purposes but encourage them to learn because they are interested; they can simply be “happy to learn” without specific objectives. Therefore, the behavioural intention of cloud computing classroom users may differ from the original presumption of TAM. To our best knowledge, few studies have examined the fit between cloud computing technology and the users. The study question is to investigate whether there is a fit between the cloud computing classroom and users’ motivations, and how this fit, if does exist, affects users’ performance.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the fit among the cloud computing classroom, the users, and the performance of students by using the cloud computing classroom. The stage of this study is proposed by using the mixed research method, with a qualitative deep interview conducted first then following a quantitative survey. This mixed research method contributes to an integration of theories and real-life using scenario in an emerging context. Results of this study can enhance understanding of users’ motivations to use the cloud computing classroom, and serve as a reference for educational service providers.

The remainder of this study is structured as follows: section 2 provides the literature review; section 3 details the research design and methodology; section 4 presents the results and discussions; section 5 provides conclusions; and final section presents limitations.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cloud Computing Classroom

Cloud computing is an innovative technology, which includes new computational methods and services that evolved from distributed, grid, and utility-based computing. The potential advantages of adopting cloud computing include reduced costs (Leavitt, 2009; Marstonet al., 2010), expected benefits as well as collaborative support (Park & Ryoo, 2013), omnipresent services (Erdogmus, 2009; Park & Ryoo, 2013). In addition, more advantages of adopting cloud computing include the access to infinite computing resources on demand (Armbrust et al., 2010; Marston et al., 2011), ability to pay for computing resources as needed (Armbrust et al., 2010; Evans, 2009), economies of scale generated by large data centers, high use by multiplexing the workloads of diverse organizations, and simplified operation and increased use due to resource virtualization (Armbrust et al., 2010; Marston et al., 2011).

According to above benefits, cloud computing has become an increasingly popular technology in education, as cloud computing applications and services can be provided to users seamlessly and ubiquitously (Shiau & Chau, 2016). Instructors can easily and conveniently conduct formal lessons in the cloud computing classroom, as they can share their information with anyone, anywhere, and at any time (Astrid, Paul, Carol, & Jordana, 2012; Shiau & Chau, 2016). Students can access their information anytime, anywhere from distinct computing device (Jou & Wang, 2013; Marston et al., 2011). As instructors can effortlessly and suitably manage entire learning processes, students learn efficiently (Paul, Chen, & Gloria, 2010).

Theory of Motivation

Motivation is the need to satisfy oneself through the active and intentional actions of an individual. Motivation was defined as a thinking model that stimulates a person’s actions (Malone & Lepper, 1987; Wu & Lu, 2013). It provides reasons for individuals’ action, desires, and needs. Psychologist has engaged in in-depth research on motivation. Maslow (1970) postied that people are motivated to achieve certain needs, and some needs take precedence over others. He proposed the five-stage model named “Maslow’s hierarchy of needs” to further explain the hierarchy of human needs and
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